**MHL-230**
Beam moving head with 230W OSRAM 7R lamp

- The MHL-230 is a moving head beam with beam angle 4°. And capable of emitting a beam of 29m 59760K flux of 7950 lumens and temperature color of 8000K. It is equipped with electronic focusing, linear 0° - 3.8° giving a powerful beam of light very concentrated ideal for medium and large plants or for live applications. Mounts a wheel-colors with 14 colors + white and one fixed gobo wheel with 17 gobos plus effective rotation. DMX512 control is to 16 channels.

- Powerful 230 watt discharge 5R PHILIPS lamp
- Projection type: beam
- High speed rotating 8-facet prism rotating in both directions at different speed
- Color system: One color wheel with fourteen kinds of different color dichroic filters plus white
- Seventeen interchangeable gobos plus white, with high speed gobo rotation effect
- Onboard Display LCD user interface
- Control mode: DMX512, Master/Slave, Auto, Sound
- Strobe flash rate: 15f/s

**MHL-200-MKII**
200W Beam Moving Head 5R PHILIPS Lamp

- MHL-200 is high-performance moving head with superior lamp brightness. Best installed in dance large clubs where very powerful beams are essentials to the scene. The 25 Channels DMX allow to control all the built-in function. Master slave, Auto and Sound Controlled modes are also available onboard. Equipped with a 5R PHILIPS lamp.

- Powerful 200 watt 5R PHILIPS lamp - 2000 hours of lifespan
- Projection type: beam
- High speed rotating 8-facet prism rotating in both directions at different speed
- Color system: One color wheel with fourteen kinds of different color dichroic filters plus white
- Seventeen interchangeable gobos plus white, with high speed gobo rotation effect
- Onboard Touch Screen Display LCD user interface that can be used even the head is in power off state (thanks to a battery)
- Control mode: DMX512, Master/Slave, Auto, Sound
- Strobe flash rate: 15f/s

**MHL-200-MKII-SET**
Set of 2 MHL-200-MKII Beam Mobile Heads, PHILIPS 5R Lamp con Flight Case
Moving Heads

MHL-B5R
Moving Head Laser Beam Light with PHILIPS SR 189W Lamp
- MHL-B5R is a 189W moving beam light with built-in laser effect. The brightness of this lamp is usually achievable only with far greater wattages. Weighing just 12.2 kg, MHL-B5R produces a perfectly parallel, laser-like beam with an incredible output. The purity of its beam is sharply defined and free of any halo or discoloration around the edges. It offers 14-open different colors and 17-open gobos, allowing you to change the shape of the beam and create an array of spectacular effects. With its light weight and modest footprint, MHL-B5R is small enough to be fitted anywhere – on trusses at live; on stage, in showrooms or conference rooms.

MHL-B2R
Moving Head Beam Light with PHILIPS 2R 132W Lamp
- MHL-B2R is a 132W moving beam light extremely compact. The brightness of this lamp is usually achievable only with far greater wattages. Weighing just 12 kg, MHL-B2R produces a perfectly parallel with an incredible output. The purity of its beam is sharply defined and free of any halo or discoloration around the edges. It offers 12-open different colors and 8 gobos + 7 different size circular hole, allowing you to change the shape of the beam and create an array of spectacular effects. With its light weight and modest footprint, MHL-B2R is small enough to be fitted anywhere – on trusses at live; on stage, in showrooms or conference rooms.

MHL-60 MKII
LED Beam Mobile Head with one 60W RGBW 4in1 LED
- MHL-60 MKII is a compact beam moving head equipped with a single high brightness 60W RGBW 4in1 LED, extremely bright and reliable. Pan/Tilt movements are accurate and silent with 16-bit resolution. It can be used in either Master/Slave or DMX512 control. DMX512 control is 14CH.
**Mini Moving Heads**

**MHL-MINI-BEAM**
LED Mini Beam Mobile Head 1 *10W RGBW 4in1*

- MHL-MINI-BEAM is small compact moving head with superior beam LED brightness. Its rotations and movements are very speedy and it is best installed in small size clubs and show areas where powerful beams are essentials to the scene, but portable equipment is the only choice. The 18CH Channels DMX allow to control all the built-in function. Master slave, Auto and Sound Controlled modes are also available onboard.

- Powerful 10W LED QuadCroma
- Projection type : Beam
- Color System: RGBW
- Beam Angle: 6
- Dimmer: 1-16/0%
- Control mode : DMX512 11/13CH, Master/Slave, Auto, Sound
- Onboard Display LCD user interface

**MHL-MINI-BEAM-W**
LED Beam Mobile Head Mini White BEAM

- MHL-MINI-BEAM is small compact moving head with superior beam white LED brightness. Its rotations and movements are very speedy and it is best installed in big numbers in all show ambiance. The white beam color is extremely intense and concentric. The 18CH Channels DMX allow to control all the built-in function. Master slave, Auto and Sound Controlled modes are also available onboard.

- Powerful 10W UltraBright LED
- Projection type : Beam
- Beam Color: White
- Beam Angle: 6
- Dimmer: 1-16/0%
- Control mode : DMX512 11/13CH, Master/Slave, Auto, Sound
- Onboard Display LCD user interface

**Motorized Beam**

**MHL-DH**
LED Double Heads Beam Moving Head Light

- MHL-DH is a moving head with into two independent beams, each of them with 3 light emissions. It features 6 pieces 10W Osram RGBW 4-in-1 LEDs (3 per side) with total output of 2500 lumens; 58 00K. Extremely fast and quiet movement, the MHL-DH is equipped with an electronic positioning system that guarantees high precision in movements as well as any adjustments. Both 540° PAN and 280° TILT have an accuracy of 16 bits for maximum precision. Strobe effect reaches a maximum of 15 times/second. It is provided with a 16/32 channels DMX control allowing, in addition to dimmer, strobe and 3 motors control, the adjustment of the four basic colors of each LED. The result is a multi-beam powerful and extremely colorful effect. It’s a product suitable for both live entertainment and fixed installations applications.

- DMX 512/channels control with master slave, sound control and auto mode
- 6 pieces 10W Osram RGBW 4-in-1 long-life LEDs
- Up to 15 times/second strobe effect
- PAN: 540° with 15 bit accurately scan
- TILT: 280° with 15 bit accurately scan and separated control of the left/right motors

**MHL-4H**
LED four heads moving head light

- MHL-4H is a moving head consisting of 6 separate heads equipped each of them with one 10W RGBW 4-in-1 high brightness LED. Each of them is provided with its own control panel and four-digit display on one of the four sides of the base, which allows each head to be fully and independently programmed. The only constraint is the square base, the mains and DMX connections on the bottom; therefore the best use of MHL-4H is in upside down position. It features DMX512 control with 15 channel modes, master/slave, sound control and auto modes. This fixture is particularly suitable for nightclubs, disco or live music applications.

- 4 moving heads in one fixture
- 4 high brightness, long life 10W RGBW 4in1 LEDs
- 15 channel DMX512 control mode independently selectable for each head
- Master/Slave, Sound Control and Auto DMX512 modes
Motorized Beams

» Targeting the showlighting professions panorama, SOUNDATION introduces a new high emission motorized LED BEAM device. The system is based on 5 high power LED sources with Quadchrome technology, they are native to reproduce each of the 4 color (R G B W). BEAM-ARC5 design concept is a 180° revolvating system through a moving bar incorporating the LED sources. Syscontrol can be obtained directly by onboard console & LCD Display or remotely by DMX512 protocol with 12CH or 17CH selectable control mode. All modern standard functions can be controlled like dimmer, tilt, strobo, chase and others. Automode, Master/Slave, DMX, Sound activation with adjustable sensitivity are available.

BEAM-ARC5-32W
MOTORIZED ARC LED BEAM 5-32W RGBW 4IN1
» Motorized BEAM system
» 5 extremely powerful 32W LED sources
» Quadchrome technology (RGBW)
» 12CH / 17CH switchable DMX control mode
» LCD Display
» Function modes : Auto, Master/Slave, DMX, Sound
» Adjustable Sound Mode sensitivity
» Tilt/rotation : 180°
» Strobo, Dimmer, Tilt, Chase functions
» 2 mounting brackets on bottom with 8mm holes

BEAM-ARC5-10W
MOTORIZED ARC LED BEAM 5-10W RGBW 4IN1
» Motorized BEAM system
» 5 extremely powerful 10W LED sources
» Quadchrome technology (RGBW)
» 12CH / 17CH switchable DMX control mode
» LCD Display
» Function modes : Auto, Master/Slave, DMX, Sound
» Adjustable Sound Mode sensitivity
» Tilt/rotation : 180°
» Strobo, Dimmer, Tilt, Chase functions
» 2 mounting brackets on bottom with 9mm holes

Motorized Beams

BEAM-988-10W-6
Moving Led Beam bar with 6 RGBW 16W LED Lamps
» New designed this LED Beam bar with powerful 16W LED lamps. It give audience fresh beam feelings, dramatically and vividly. Highly proposed in application of live mid event, disco bar, gallery and wall. It is frequently used on stage as backlight powerful scene light source.

» 6 powerful Quadchrome 16W LED RGBW (4in1)
» Color mixing: RGB
» DMX512 12/18 channel control mode
» Control mode: DMX, Master/Slave, Auto, manual, sound activated
» Linear dimmer: 0-100%
» Strobo Flash: 1-15/s
» Tilt: 180° (9 - 16 bit)
» Light beam angel: 2°
» IP rate: IP33

BEAM-988
Led Beam bar light with 10 e RGBW Cree Led lamps
» New designed this LED Beam bar with original powerful CREE led lamps. It give audience fresh beam feelings, dramatically and vividly. Highly proposed in application of live mid event, disco bar, gallery and wall. It is frequently used on stage as backlight powerful scene light source.

» extra powerful Cree Quadchrome 16W LED RGBW (4in1)
» Color mixing: RGB
» DMX512 12/21 channel control mode
» Control mode: DMX, Master/Slave, Auto, manual, sound activated
» Linear dimmer: 0-100%
» Strobo Flash: 1-15/s
» Tilt: 180° (9 - 16 bit)
» Light beam angel: 2°

MOVING HEADS
Beam & Wash Moving Heads

**MHL-19-12W-RGBW**
Beam & Wash LED Moving Head 19-12W RGBW 4in1 with Zoom

- 19 pieces 12W RGBW (four in one) high brightness LED
- RGBW color technology
- Three stable and high quality “smooth” zooming fans
- Zoom: Infinite zooming effect with 0-65 degree angle
- High speed electronic adjusting strobe with 15 times per second
- User interface with Display LCD
- Color temperature: 8500 K with distance of 20 meters
- 16 DMX 512 channels

**MHL-12-12W-RGBW**
Beam LED Moving Head 12-12W RGBW 4in1

- 12 pieces 12W RGBW (four in one) high brightness LED
- RGBW color technology
- Control channel: 18 DMX 512 channels
- Beam angle: 25°
- Strobos: 1~13/s
- Linear Dimmer: 0-100%
- Control Mode: DMX512, Auto, Master/Slave, Sound

Wash Moving Heads

**MHL-10W-12-DDOUBLE**
LED Wash Moving Double head Light 12 10w (6x2)RGBW

- MHL-10W-12-DDOUBLE is a latest technology fixture with superior LED Brightness and a new double face design tracing innovative lighting movements and stresses impossible to achieve with traditional one-side emission mobile heads. The ultra-compact design allows to reach the same brightness of traditional Moving Heads weighting only 8 Kilograms. The 15 Channels DMX allow to control all the built-in function even if Master or Slave, Auto and Sound Controlled modes are onboard.
- Double Head Projection System
- Projection: Wash
- 12 High-brightness QuadCromo LED RGBW (6 pcs each face)
- DMX control 15 channels
- Beam angle: 25°
- Strobos: 1~13/s
- Linear Dimmer: 0-100%
- Control Mode: DMX512, Auto, Master/Slave, Sound

**MHL-10W-12-4in1**
LED Wash Moving Head 12-10W CREE LED RGBW 4in1

- MHL-10W-12-4in1 is a latest technology fixture equipped with 12 ultrabright CREE LED. This USA maker of LEDs is worldwide known to produce uniform, intense, bright LED sources. The mobile head has an ultracompact design and offers superior performance compared to many bigger size products on the market. The 15 Channels DMX allow a pro DMX control all the built-in rich functions. Best for all shows set.
- 12 pieces 10W RGBW (four in one) high brightness LED
- RGBW color technology
- Control channel: 15 Channels DMX 512
- User interface with Display LCD
- DMX 512 compliant 15 CH
- Linear dimmer 0-100%
Wash Moving Heads

**MHL-12W-362-RGBWAV**
LED Wash Moving Head 36:12W RGBWAV 6IN1 ZOOM

- MHL-12W-362-RGBWAV is a latest technology fixture with superior LED Brightness and an HDMM control mode (High Definition Mechanical Motion) reaching up to 168° PAN and 209° TILT 16-bit resolution. The ultra-compact design allows to reach the same brightness of traditional Moving Heads weighting only 35 Kgs. The 15 Channels DMX allow to control all the built-in function even if Master/Slave, Auto and Sound Controlled modes are onboard.
- 36 high efficiency ESA/Cromo 12W LED
- over 100000 hours of LED life
- Projection type: wash
- Color Technology: RGBWAV EsaCromo
- Control mode: DMX512, Master Slave, Auto, Sound
- User interface with Display LCD
- DMX 512 compliant 16 CH
- Linear dimmer 0-100%

**MHL-10W-36-RGBW**
LED Wash RGBW 36:10W moving head light

- MHL-10W-36-RGBW is a latest technology fixture with superior LED Brightness and an HDMM control mode (High Definition Mechanical Motion) reaching up to 630° PAN and 270° TILT 16-bit resolution. The ultra-compact design allows to reach the same brightness of traditional Moving Heads weighting only 35 Kgs. The 15 Channels DMX allow to control all the built-in function even if Master/Slave, Auto and Sound Controlled modes are onboard.
- 36 high efficiency QuadCromo 10W LED
- over 100000 hours of LED life
- Projection type: wash
- Color Technology: RGBW QuadCromo
- Control mode: DMX512, Master Slave, Auto, Sound
- User interface with Display LCD
- DMX 512 compliant 15 CH
- Linear dimmer 0-100%

**MHL-10W-7-RGBW-MKII**
LED Wash Moving Head Light 10W-7-RGBW

- MHL-12W-7 moving head combines all the most important functions in one fixture. Compact design and powerful 12W LED make this fixture the top choice for all fixed and mobile installations.
- 7 ultrabright QUAD-Cromo LED 10 watt
- Projection type: wash
- Color mixing: RGBW
- Control mode: DMX512, Master Slave, Auto, Sound
- User interface with Display LCD
- DMX 512 protocol
- Linear dimmer 0-100%
- Strobe flash speed: 0-100%
Spot Moving Heads

**MHL-010S**

15W LED mini spot moving head

- MHL-010S is a compact spot moving head, silent and powerful despite its small size. It’s equipped with a white 15W high brightness, long-life LED, 7 colors-white wheel, 7 gobos-white wheel with bi-directional rotation and rainbow effect, and strobe effect. The PAN and TILT movements are both with 16-bit accuracy. The DMX512 control is at 9 or 11 channels. This mini moving head spotlight is ideal in situations where portability and rapidity are essential, such as DJ applications, piano bar, small installations and more.

- Light emitter: 15W single chip high-brightness LED
- DMX: 9 or 11 DMX512 channels
- Horizontal scan: 540° (16bit precision scanning) electronic correction
- Vertical scan: 180° (16bit precision scanning) electronic correction.
- Color wheel: 7 colors + white, rainbow effect with one-way rotation, full-color halftone wash away with dual-mode switch
- GoBo: 7 plug-in gobos + white, with bi-directional rotation of the rainbow effect
- Strobe: 10 times per second max strobe effect with random and pulse effects

**MHL-MINI-SPOT**

48W LED mini spot moving head

- MHL-MINI-SPOT may be misleading because of its reduced size and compactness, and just by using it you can realize its true benefits. There are many similar moving head on the market in this price range, but only comparing them with the MHL-MINI-SPOT you can appreciate the power, brightness and readability of this fixture and realize what it means using a high-quality moving head: seeing is believing! The mechanics is extremely fast, precise and quiet (really quiet!). The handy LCD display makes programming easy and intuitive. The quality of materials used is evident at first glance. This fixture is intended for both fixed and rental professional applications, where quality and reliability are absolutely essential.

- Ultra-bright long-life 48 Watt LED
- Projection type: Spot
- Color Wheel: 7 fixed color plus white
- GOBO wheel: 9 fixed GOBOS plus neutral
- DMX controlled Flouage and Shake effects
- Control mode: DMX512, Master slave, Pulse Sound
- LCD display user interface
- 11 CH DMX512 protocol

COB Led matrix

**MTR-16-30W**

16 pcs 480W COB LED matrix

- COB LED Technology allows to double the brightness of traditional LED. This Matrix features 16 LED 30W each with TRI-Cromo technology delivering up to 5.000K at 5 meters. All the components onboard are Top reliability like NEUTRIK connectors and 16-bit linear dimmer chip. Thanks to the 23 channels DMX it’s possible to obtain all the 16 LED combination even if it’s possible to control the unit also in AUTO, SOUND and MASTER/SLAVE modes.

- 16 pcs 30W High-brightness COB LED
- TRI-Cromo technology
- up to 5.000K - 5 meters
- High-reliability components
- Ideal for: General Entertainment - Live Concert - Disco Hall - Club - Theater
**LED Pars**

**PAR64-ENTRY**

LED PAR 64 Light Projector

- This LED Par 64 features 177 10mm LED lights (68 red, 68 blue, and 57 green) for a nice, affordable addition to any lighting rig. The fixture can run in DMX mode (4 channels) or auto mode. It also has an electronic dimming from 0 to 100%, and it includes a hanging bracket so you can hang it where you most need it.
  - 177 high efficiency 10mm 1W LED (68 R, 68 G, 57 B)
  - RGB color mixing
  - DMX 512 4 ch control
  - Dimmer: 0-100%
  - Application: live, club, disco, theater

**PAR64B-ENTRY**

LED PAR64 LIGHT PROJECTOR 177 LED 10MM

- This LED Par 64 features 177 10mm LED lights (68 red, 68 blue, and 57 green) for a nice, affordable addition to any lighting rig. The fixture can run in DMX mode (4 channels) or auto mode. It also has an electronic dimming from 0 to 100%, and it includes a hanging bracket so you can hang it where you most need it.
  - 177 high efficiency 10mm 1W LED (68 R, 68 G, 57 B)
  - RGB color mixing
  - DMX 512 4 ch control
  - Dimmer: 0-100%
  - Application: live, club, disco, theater

**Slim10W12-6in1**

SLIM LED PROJECTOR 12-10W RGBW 6IN1

- LED projector with EsaCromo technology. The RGBWU color is natively created in each lamp assuring a more uniform projection and avoiding presence of dark zones respect to traditional fixture using addition groups of same color lamps to show the final color. You can use this fixture in every live, club, theater thanks to its flexibility and ease of use. The unit can work by DMX control, auto or sound mode. A 4 digit display allow to set up the program directly on the user interface on the back of the projector. Optimal for installation projects thanks to the presence of power outlet for serial power connection. Comes with mounting bracket.
  - 12 EsaCromo LED 10w 6in1 RGBW 6IN1
  - Slim Design
  - DMX-512 5/CH Switchable
  - Function mode: Master/slave, manual, Sound, Auto
  - Linear Dimmer: 0-100%
  - Strobe Flash: 1-13 Us
  - Light beam angle: 25°
  - LED IN/OUT power outlet for serial installation
  - Applications: live, club, disco, theater

**PAR64-10W-7**

LED PAR 7 X 10W RGBWU

- PAR64-18W-7 features 7 x 18W High Brightness LED with QUAD-Cromo technology (RGBWU) . It can be controlled via DMX 512 with up to 8 channels. It also has an electronic dimming from 0 to 100%, and it includes a hanging bracket so you can hang it where you most need it.
  - 7 x 18W High Brightness LED with QUAD-Cromo technology
  - RGBWU color mixing
  - DMX 512 8 Channels
  - Dimmer: 0-100%
  - Application: live, club, disco, theater

**PAR64-1W**

LED PAR 64 1W Light Projector

- This LED Par 64 features 36 high-efficiency LED lights (12 red, 12 blue, and 12 green) for a nice, affordable addition to any lighting rig. The fixture can run in DMX mode (4 channels) or auto mode. It also has an electronic dimming from 0 to 100%, and it includes a hanging bracket so you can hang it where you most need it.
  - 36 high efficiency 1W LED (12 R, 12 G, 12 B)
  - RGB color mixing
  - DMX 512 4 ch control
  - Dimmer: 0-100%
  - Application: live, club, disco, theater
Battery powered LED Pars

**PAR-18W-5-B**
Battery powered 5x18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LED PAR

- **PAR-18W-5-B** combines all the benefits of LED technology with the portability of battery power. It is equipped with 5 pieces of high brightness long-life 18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LEDs. In addition to the wired DMX512 control, this fixture can also be controlled by a handy IR remote control. The **PAR-18W-5-B** is thus the perfect answer to all those lighting needs where you do not always have mains connections at hand or simply do not have time to prepare them, ensuring an operation by up to 5-8 hours depending on the type of use.

  - **LED source:** 5pcs 18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LEDs
  - **Built-in Master-Slave, Sound, Jump, Fade and Auto modes**
  - **Built-in various strobe functions**
  - **Built-in various strobe functions**
  - **Built-in various strobe functions**
  - **LED display, easy to control user interface**
  - **Suitable for discos, club, bar, party and DJ shows**
  - **DMX Channel Modes:** 2CH, 3CH1, 3CH2, 4CH, 5CH, 6CH and 9CH
  - **Rechargeable battery pack for up 7-8 hrs in Auto Mode or Single Color at 100% intensity; 5 hrs in full color at 100% intensity**
  - **Battery charge level readout**

**PAR-10W-5-B**
Battery powered 5x10W RGBW 4in1 LED PAR

- **PAR-10W-5-B** combines all the benefits of LED technology with the portability of battery power. It is equipped with 5 pieces of high brightness long-life 10W RGBW 4in1 LEDs. In addition to the wired DMX512 control, this fixture can also be controlled by a handy IR remote control. The **PAR-10W-5-B** is thus the perfect answer to all those lighting needs where you do not always have mains connections at hand or simply do not have time to prepare them, ensuring an operation by up to 5-8 hours depending on the type of use.

  - **LED source:** 5pcs 10W RGBW 4in1 LEDs
  - **Built-in Master-Slave, Sound, Jump, Fade and Auto modes**
  - **Built-in various strobe functions**
  - **LED display, easy to control user interface**
  - **Suitable for discos, club, bar, party and DJ shows**
  - **DMX Channel Modes:** 2CH, 3CH1, 3CH2, 4CH, 5CH, 6CH and 9CH
  - **Rechargeable battery pack for up 7-8 hrs in Auto Mode or Single Color at 100% intensity; 5 hrs in full color at 100% intensity**
  - **Battery charge level readout**

**PAR-18W-5-BW**
Battery powered 5x18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LED PAR with wireless DMX

- **PAR-18W-5-BW** combines all the benefits of LED technology with the portability of battery power and convenience of wireless DMX control. It is equipped with 5 pieces of high brightness long-life 18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LEDs. In addition to the wired DMX512 control, this fixture can also be controlled by a handy IR remote control. The **PAR-18W-5-BW** thus the perfect answer to all those lighting needs where you do not always have MAINS and DMX connections at hand or simply do not have time to prepare them, ensuring an operation by up to 5-8 hours depending on the type of use.

  - **Rechargeable battery pack for up 7-8 hrs in Auto Mode or Single Color at 100% intensity; 5 hrs in full color at 100% intensity**
  - **Battery charge level readout**
  - **2.4GHz DMX wireless control, total 7 IDs and 126 channels**
  - **(you need SOUNDSATION WDX-100 DMX wireless transmitter)**

**PAR-10W-5-BW**
Battery powered 5x10W RGBW 4in1 LED PAR with wireless DMX

- **PAR-10W-5-BW** combines all the benefits of LED technology with the portability of battery power and convenience of wireless DMX control. It is equipped with 5 pieces of high brightness long-life 10W RGBW 4in1 LEDs. In addition to the wired DMX512 control, this fixture can also be controlled by a handy IR remote control. The **PAR-10W-5-BW** thus the perfect answer to all those lighting needs where you do not always have MAINS and DMX connections at hand or simply do not have time to prepare them, ensuring an operation by up to 5-8 hours depending on the type of use.

  - **Rechargeable battery pack for up 7-8 hrs in Auto Mode or Single Color at 100% intensity; 5 hrs in full color at 100% intensity**
  - **Battery charge level readout**

Wireless DMX LED Pars

**PAR-18W-5-BU**
Battery powered 5x18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LED PAR with wireless DMX

- **PAR-18W-5-BU** combines all the benefits of LED technology with the portability of battery power and convenience of wireless DMX control. It is equipped with 5 pieces of high brightness long-life 18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LEDs. In addition to the wired DMX512 control, this fixture can also be controlled by a handy IR remote control. The **PAR-18W-5-BU** thus the perfect answer to all those lighting needs where you do not always have MAINS and DMX connections at hand or simply do not have time to prepare them, ensuring an operation by up to 5-8 hours depending on the type of use.

  - **LED source:** 5pcs 18W RGBWA+UV 6in1 LEDs
  - **Built-in Master-Slave, Sound, Jump, Fade and Auto modes**
  - **Built-in various strobe functions**
  - **LED display, easy to control user interface**
  - **Suitable for discos, club, bar, party and DJ shows**
  - **DMX Channel Modes:** 2CH, 3CH1, 3CH2, 4CH, 5CH, 6CH and 9CH
  - **Rechargeable battery pack for up 7-8 hrs in Auto Mode or Single Color at 100% intensity; 5 hrs in full color at 100% intensity**
  - **Battery charge level readout**

**PAR-10W-5-BU**
Battery powered 5x10W RGBW 4in1 LED PAR with wireless DMX

- **PAR-10W-5-BU** combines all the benefits of LED technology with the portability of battery power and convenience of wireless DMX control. It is equipped with 5 pieces of high brightness long-life 10W RGBW 4in1 LEDs. In addition to the wired DMX512 control, this fixture can also be controlled by a handy IR remote control. The **PAR-10W-5-BU** thus the perfect answer to all those lighting needs where you do not always have MAINS and DMX connections at hand or simply do not have time to prepare them, ensuring an operation by up to 5-8 hours depending on the type of use.

  - **LED source:** 5pcs 10W RGBW 4in1 LEDs
  - **Built-in Master-Slave, Sound, Jump, Fade and Auto modes**
  - **Built-in various strobe functions**
  - **LED display, easy to control user interface**
  - **Suitable for discos, club, bar, party and DJ shows**
  - **DMX Channel Modes:** 2CH, 3CH1, 3CH2, 4CH, 5CH, 6CH and 9CH
  - **2.4GHz DMX wireless control, total 7 IDs and 126 channels**
  - **(you need SOUNDSATION WDX-100 DMX wireless transmitter)**
  - **Rechargeable battery pack for up 7-8 hrs in Auto Mode or Single Color at 100% intensity; 5 hrs in full color at 100% intensity**

**WDX-100**
2.4GHz DMX512 wireless transmitter for Soundsation SwiBUW and SwiBW Battery Powered Pars

- **WDX-100** is a 2.4GHz wireless DMX512 interface for Soundsation PA-18-5-B and PA-18-5-BU and allows them to be controlled without the use of DMX cables. The system operates on a 2.4Ghz 2.52Ghz licence-free band and can be used on maximum 7 transmitter-receiver pairs, for a total of 126 DMX channels. Setting it up is easy and immediate. The device requires an external power supply (included).

  - **Up to 7 transmitter-receiver pairs simultaneously**
  - **Up to 126 DMX channels**
  - **Controls:** 1 setup button to change ID value; 1 LED to show 7 different colors according to the chosen ID; 1 power connector.
**Lighting Effects**

**ML126b**
Magic Light Led RGB 3 3W

- Superbright LED effect ideal for clubs and discoteques. This fixture is able to work in auto mode, sound and DMX as well. User adjustable strobo flash and light motor speed control makes of this Magic Light a plus for every scene with music.

- 3 powerful 3W LEDs
- RGB color mixing
- Function modes: Auto, Sound, DMX 4 channel
- Strobo: Flash 1-10 frame/sec, user adjustable speed

**ESL-4**
ENDLESS SWORD LIGHT 4 COLORS RGRBW

- The ENDLESS Sword Light is a rotating light effect designed for Clubs and theaters entertainment. It features 4 High brightness 3W LED's with Quad-Cromo technology (RGRBW). The rotating system can run till 45 rpm giving the "End-Less" effect and it can be controlled in Auto Mode, Master/Slave, Sound controlled and DMX 512 up to 8 Channels.

- 4 * 3W high efficiency LED with Quad-Cromo technologies
- RGBW color mixing
- DMX 512 8 channels
- Dimmer: 0-100%

**EL240-3**
LED Rock Double Lens Effect Light

- EL240-3 is a fixture with 240 3mm LEDs (R:60, G:60, B:60, W:60) and generates effects due to the rotation of a lens system placed in front of the light emitting section. The final effect is extremely dynamic and is composed of light beams with different colors which expand in random directions, depending on the rotation of the disks containing the front lenses.

- 240 x 3mm RGBW LED (R:60, G:60, B:60, W:60)
- E2CH DMX control
- Control Mode: DMX / sound active / auto / master-slave / manual

**DBR-3W**
DOUBLE ROLLING BALLS 2 * 3W 3 IN 1

- The DOUBLE ROLLING BALLS is a light effect that feature 2 Spheres containing one LED 3W each with TRI-Color RGB Technology. The small size allows to place it in a wide range of locations getting a Multidimension and Multicolor effect.

- 2 x 3 W TRI-Cromo RGB LED
- Automatic Rotation
- Automatic RGB Mixing
- Small sizes for a comfortable placing

**DM540**
Double Moon Light LED Effect

- A nice LED Double Moon Effect light with the ambition to be the star of your light show. With its stunning, sharp effects and brilliant long life LEDs, DM540 is all you need. You can use a wide range of effects and it can works in auto mode or sound activation and use the strobo flash function. Easy to install and operate Dm540 is a fixture for every occasion.

- 56 Leds 5 mm (32 Red, 12 Green, 24 Blu, 12 White, 8 Yellow)
- DMX512 6 channel control
- Linear Dimmer
- Strobo flash
- Function Mode: auto, DMX, sound activation

**FEL-256**
FOUR EYES LED RGBW 36W

- The Four Light LED system is a metal bar with 4 projectors. Each one feature 64 5mm leds for a total of 256 leds. The integrated control modes are: Auto, Master/Slave. Sound controlled and DMX512 up to 16 Channels. A 0-100% dimmer is available as well as a 0-20Hz Strobe. The 2 fixing plates are mounted on the top part of the unit giving the freedom to install this powerful system everywhere.

- 256 high efficiency 5mm LED (64R, 64G, 64B, 64W)
- RGBW color mixing
- DMX 512 16 channels
- Dimmer: 0-100%
- Strobe: 0-20Hz
- Control Mode: Auto, Master Slave, Sound controlled, DMX512
- Application: live, club, disco, theater
Laser

**LSR-500T-RGB**
Professional 599mW RGB Show Laser wuth Text

- Laser emitters: 599mW (R: 299mW, G: 199mW, B: 299mW)
- High-speed optical scanning technology with big angle
- Main effects: Strobe, rotating, roll, move, stretch, zoom, countdown, gradually draw, speed and other effects.
- Built-in 128 beam and animation design. Animation can do beam performances, laser advertising, laser projection.
- 16 pages can be preset into the unit with a maximum of 4000 characters each.
- Remote Control which allow the user to switch among colors, 4 operation modes and recall 16 preset pages.

![LSR-500T-RGB](image1)
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**LSR-500-RGB**
Professional 599mW RGB Show Laser

- Laser emitters: 480mW (R: 299mW, G: 80mW 532nm, B: 299mW 447nm)
- High-speed optical scanning technology with big angle
- Main effects: Strobe, rotating, roll, three-dimensional effects, move, stretch, zoom, countdown, gradually draw, speed and other effects.
- Built-in 128 beam and animation design. Animation can do beam performances, laser advertising, laser projection.
- DMX function: 12CH control, with black field function.

![LSR-500-RGB](image2)
Party Effects

**LSR2**
- 2 Color Mini Laser

**CB140**
- Music Crystal Ball with built-in USB Player

**CB-630**
- 6 3W LED New Pattern Crystal Ball Light with built-in mp3 player and remote control

**LSR2**
- Compact bi-color effect laser easy to use and lightweight to carry. It is perfect for DJ, club, private party or anniversary. The unit is able to project a dynamic set of points and lines through red and green moving laser beams thus creating amazing effects. Setting the SOUND mode the LSR2 will automatically work according to music of the ambient and dynamically adjusting effects. The onboard strobo flash function is available. It comes with a very useful mounting bracket and a tripod for desktop positioning.

**CB140**
- This new Compact crystal magic ball and its new lighting effects is perfect for your party or any other event. Its light spot on the wall, the effect are very bright and powerful. Strobe effects, red, green and blue three colors change. Thanks to the integrated audio player you can play mp3 files from a USB stick. Suitable for bathroom bar, stage, club, party etc.

**CB-630**
- 6 LED 1W (2R 2G 2B)
- Built-in USB audio player
- Color mixing: RGB
- Auto sound active mode
- Included accessories: remote control (batteries not included), key USB

**Strobe Lighting**

**LED-STR**
- LED Strobe Flash iPPS

**LST-3000**
- 3000W DM Strobe light

**LST-1500**
- 1500W DMX Strobe light

**LENS-STR**
- Classic LED Strobe Flash fixture. While flashing light with user adjustable speed. Comes with installation bracket. Thanks to IP65 protection grade it can be safely used for outside installations with no risk.

**LST-3000**
- CB-630 is a light effect composed by a crystal semi-ball with 6 3W LEDs (RGBWYI). You can choose between 11 different lighting effects that exploit changes of color, music and rotation speed. It features auto and sound mode. The CB-630 is especially designed for nightclubs, disco and live music. A remote controller is included.

**LST-1500**
- LST-1500 is an extremely powerful and professional strobe light. It is equipped with a powerful 3000W Xenon long lasting lamp and can be controlled by DMX512 protocol. The unit has a smart overheating electronic protection.

**LST-3000**
- LST-3000 is an extremely powerful and professional strobe light. It is equipped with a powerful 3000W Xenon long lasting lamp and can be controlled by DMX512 protocol. The unit has a smart overheating electronic protection.

**LST-1500**
- LST-1500 is an extremely powerful and professional strobe light. It is equipped with a powerful 3000W Xenon long lasting lamp and can be controlled by DMX512 protocol. The unit has a smart overheating electronic protection.

**LED-STR**
- A high-brilliance EPILED 30W LED
- Color temperature: 5600K
- Continuous blinder effects with auto fade
- Smart integrated heat control
- Fan cooling
- 5 channels DMX, flash intensity, flash duration, flash rate and pre-programmed effects
- Control modes: DMX, manual, master-slave
- Dimmer: 0-100
- Flash speed: 1-251-s
- Rugged aluminium case
LED Kits

4LEDKIT-MKII
Compact 4 LED panel set

- 4 LED kit complete bundle - the hottest and comfortable solution for bands and entertainers. Successor of 4LEDKIT, the new MKII version is 70% more brilliant and over 50% lower in weight and dimensions. Ultra-bright RGB LEDs, easy setup and a never seen power saving thanks to the LED technology, make of this product a must-have. Comes with a carrying bag for simple transportation.

- 4 lightweight LED light panels with 4 High-brilliant 18W LED per panel - totally 16 LED
- 70% brighter, 50% more compact and 50% lighter than 4LEDKIT
- 50,000 hours long life LED
- RGBW color mixing
- DMX Control Channels modes: 6 or 18CH
- Color Strobe
- Master/Slave synchronization
- DMX-512 protocol

4LEDKIT-COB
4x30W RGB COB LED PAR bar with Fresnel lens and light stand

- 4LEDKIT-COB is a kit consisting of a bar with 4 PARs, each of them featuring a 30W RGB 3in1 COB LEDs. COB technology - literally Chip On Board - allows better mixing of basic colors emitted by each 3in1 CHIP, maintaining the same brightness, reliability and heat dissipation of normal LED CHIPS. The 4 PARs have then clear 90° lens and 30° Fresnel lens, easily removable, allowing use in any environment: bands, DJs, plays and other kind of entertainment. This versatility, combined with lightweight (about 10kg) and portability, thanks to the practical soft case with large front pocket, make it the ideal companion for all your performances.

- Up to 1775 lux @ 1m (RGB emission of single PAR with Fresnel lens)
- Clear lens with 90° beam angle
- Fresnel lens - easily removable - with 30° beam angle
- Bar with 4 ultralight PARs with 30W RGB 3in1 COB LEDs
- 4 operation modes: Sound test, Auto run, Strobe, DMX control and Master/Slave
- LED display and control panel easy to control
- DMX512 modes: 1CH, 3CH, 7CH, 12CH and 16CH
- Pedalboard with 3 switches, 4m cable with 5 poles connector
LED Bars

**STRB-988J**
Wash Led bar RGB DMX

- Soundsation LED bar STRB-988J is a wash projection led bar for an infinitive range of application. You can control by DMX protocol on live shows or set programs directly on the fixture, very useful for fixed installations.

- 255 Led 10 mm 1W - (108 R, 72 G, 72 B)
- DMX 512 13 CH control
- Function mode: DMX, Auto, manual
- Function: dimmer, strobo flash
- Aluminium case black finishing
- Applications: live, theatre, club, restaurant

**WW-1W-24**
Outdoor RGB DMX Wash Led Bar

- Soundsation LED bar WW-1W-24 is a wash projection led bar for an infinitive range of application. You can control by DMX protocol on live shows or set programs directly on the fixture, very useful for fixed installations. Waterproof IP65 alu case for safe outdoor use.

- 24 Led 1W - (8 R, 8 G, 8 B)
- DMX 512 5 CH control
- Function mode: DMX, Auto, manual
- Function: dimmer, strobo flash
- IP65 aluminum case
- Applications: live, theatre, club, restaurant
DMX Controllers

LC100
12 Channels DMX512 Lighting controller

- LC100 allows to control up to 12 DMX512 channels driving 12 different units in the same time. The brand new chipset ensures the editing of 240 scenes (30 banks of 8 scenes each) and features 6 chase location. With 6 independent faders you can easily control Moving Heads and any other DMX peripheral and thanks to the built-in microphone it can detect audio peaks and synchronize the entire system. The LCD display allows to check all the parameters both in Editing and Manual configuration mode. The ultra-rugged (3U rack) metal chassis has been studied to be compact and transportable.

- 12 units Real-time controller
- 12 DMX 512 Channels
- 240 programmable scenes (30 banks of 8 scenes each)
- Control mode: Auto, Manual, Recall, MIDI and Music
- Blackout function
- Speed regulation from 0.1 to 25.5 sec.
- Built-in microphone for audio peaks detection
- 6 Chase location for the links of the scenes

LC200
Professional DMX512 controller

- LC200 is a professional Ultra-compact DMX512 controller able to drive up to 12 Units simultaneously. The on-board memory allows to store 240 different scenes and link them in 6 Chase location. The control modes are Manual, Auto or Music synchronized thanks to the onboard microphone or the Line-In input. The 2-48mm Joysticks provide a fine regulation of PAN and TILT as well as the 2 independent faders allows an extreme precise control of SPEED and FADE-TIME. The entire system can be controlled via MIDI (Banks, Scenes and Blackout) and the Override function helps to grab any fixture in real time. The ultra-light metal chassis can be easily placed everywhere and ensure a comfortable transportation.

- 12 scanners Real-time controller
- 12 DMX 512 Channels
- 240 programmable scenes (30 banks of 8 scenes each)
- Control mode: Auto, Manual, Recall, MIDI and Music
- Blackout function via MIDI
- Speed regulation from 0.1 to 25.5 sec.
- Built-in microphone or Line-In connection for audio peaks detection
- 6 Chase location for the links of the scenes

Smoke & FX machines

SM-3000-MKII
3000w Low Smoke machine

- SM3000-MKII is a stage special effect machine producing low smoke in the air, thus giving an engaging atmosphere to the scene emphasizing light effects. It features a 3000W heater and an output of over 1100 cubic meter per minute. You can remotely control the unit thanks to the remote controller or control by a DMX512 controller. It comes with a hanging bracket.

- Power: 3000 Watt
- DMX512
- Smoke output: 1100 m³/min
- Shooting distance: 10 meter
- Remote control with 88 meter control range
- Heater power: 3000W
- Tank capacity: 5.5 liter
- Application: Live - Theater - big size event

SM1200
1200W Smoke machine with Remote Control

- SM1200 is a stage special effect machine producing smoke in the air, thus giving an engaging atmosphere to the scene emphasizing light effects. It features a 1200W heater and an output of 550 cubic meter per minute. You can remotely control the unit thanks to the remote controller. It comes with a hanging bracket.

- Power: 1200 Watt
- Tank capacity: 2 liter
- Smoke output: 550m³/min
- Shooting distance: 10 meter
- Remote control with 88 meter control range
- Heater power: 1200W
- Application: Live - Theater - medium size event

FMA-1500
1500w Smoke machine with Multi-angle stand

- SM1500 is a stage special effect machine producing smoke in the air, thus giving an engaging atmosphere to the scene emphasizing light effects. Thanks to the multi-angle stand it is possible to adjust the projection area according to the event and ambiance. It features a 1500W heater and an output of 1000 cubic meter per minute. You can remotely control the unit thanks to the remote controller. It comes with a hanging bracket.

- Power: 1500 Watt
- Tank capacity: 5 liter
- Smoke output: 1000 m³/min
- DMX control
- Shooting distance: 10 meter
- Wireless control with 88 meter control range
- Wired remote control (3 meters length) with MANUAL, FOG, CONTINUOUS FOG, TIMER ON OFF keys and 3 knobs to adjust duration, interval and the output of the smoke.
Smoke & FX machines

SM400
400w Smoke machine

- SM400 is a small scene special effect machine producing smoke in the air, thus giving an engaging atmosphere. Ideal for room party. It features a 400W heater and an output of over 50 cubic meter per minute. You can remotely control the unit thanks to the remote controller. It comes with a hanging bracket.
- Power: 400 Watt
- Tank capacity: 1 liter
- Smoke output: 50m³/min
- Shooting distance: 6 meter
- Remote control with 80 meter control range
- Heater power: 400W
- Application: party rooms, small events

LDBM-300
300W LED Bubble Machine

- The Bubble Machine is a device that allows to get cool and amusing events. In the past has been used mainly in clubs and theaters but recently it become used also in children parties and generally in every party event. The bubbles can reach an height of 10 Meters and the total output is 600 cubic meters. The remote Control (included) allows to control the unit in a scope up to 50 meters giving a complete freedom to place the machine.
- 3600W Ultra-compact unit
- 20 pcs 3 Watt EPILED LED RGB
- Electronic Dimmer 0-100%
- Extreme easy-to-use device
- DMX Control
- 50 meters scope Remote control (included)
- Application: Disco - Club - Theatre - Children parties

HB100
1200w Party Hubble Bubble machine

- SNF1200 is a party special effect machine producing bubbles flying in the sky, thus creating a funny and nice ambience for friends and kids at home or party rooms. Shoot large amount of bubbles in the air with strong force reaching long shooting distance at little noise level.
- Power: 1200 Watt
- Tank capacity: 5 liter
- Shooting distance: 7 meter

SNF1200
1200w Snowflake machine

- SNF1200 is a stage special effect machine producing numerous snow flakes flying in the sky, thus creating romantic feelings. Sprout large amount of flakes with strong force reaching long shooting distance at little noise level.
- Power: 1200 Watt
- Tank capacity: 5 liter
- Output: 55m³/min
- Shooting distance: 7 meter
**Fluid**

**SM5L**
**HIGH-DENSITY SMOKE MACHINE FLUID**

» SMOKEFLUID PRO is a smoke machine professional fluid ensuring high chemical purity.

» Extend the machine life thanks to high chemical purity.

» 5 liter tank

**SF5L**
**Snow machine fluid**

» Fluid for show professional snowflake machine. Ensuring emission of longer persistence snowflakes in the air.

» For safe outdoor and indoor use.

» 5 liter tank

**HM04.5**
**4.5L Haze machine high-density oil**

» HM04.5 is a haze smoke machine professional fluid ensuring a longer persistence of the smoke in the air and extending the machine's life thanks to high chemical purity. It can be used outdoor or indoor with no risk for health.

» High-density haze.

» 4.5 liter tank

**ESM4L**
**Smoke machine light-density fluid**

» Smoke machine liquid for outdoor or indoor with no risk for health. Not hazardous.

» Health-safe smoke emission.

» Conform for use with most common smoke machine.

» 5 liter tank

**ABS5L**
**Hubble bubble machine fluid**

» ABSL is a hubble bubble machine professional fluid ensuring emission of persistent bubbles in the air.

» For safe use indoor and outdoor.

» 5 liter tank

**D-087**
**1.5L Haze machine high-density oil**

» High-density Hazer Oil. By using this oil Hazers emits long persistent and healthy smoke for use both outdoor and indoor.
Hanging tools

**SLH50**
Auto-locking Lighting Hook

- Aluminum Lighting Hook with Auto-lock function for installing lighting fixtures like moving heads, projectors and other professional projectors up to 20 Kg on 50mm diameter pipes.
- Max weight load: 28 Kg
- Rugged aluminum design

**SLH001**
Fixture Pipe Clamp 1” to 2.5”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system from 1” to 2.5” pipe diameter.
- Made by: metal
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 30
- For 1” to 2” Pipes

**SLH002**
Fixture Pipe Clamp 1.57”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system with 1.57” pipe diameter.
- Made by: metal
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 25
- For 1.57” Pipes

**SLH003**
Fixture Pipe Clamp 1” to 2.5”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system from 1” to 2.5” pipe diameter.
- Made by: metal
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 30
- For 1” to 2” Pipes

**SLH005**
Fixture Pipe Clamp 1” to 2.5”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system from 1” to 2.5” pipe diameter.
- Made by: metal
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 30
- For 1” to 2” Pipes

**SLH006**
Fixture Pipe Clamp 1.38” to 1.57”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system with 1.38” to 1.57” pipe diameter.
- Made by: metal
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 30
- For 1.38” - 1.57” Pipes

**SLH007**
Aluminum Lighting Half coupler 2”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system with 2” pipe diameter.
- Made by: aluminum
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 30
- For 2” pipes

**SLH009**
Lighting Half coupler 1.8” to 2.35”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system from 1.8” to 2.35” pipe diameter.
- Made by: aluminum
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 30
- For 1.8” to 2.35” pipes

**SLH010**
Lighting Pipe Clamp 1.57” to 2.3”

- Accessory to hook any mobile head or fixture to a light stand or truss system with 1.57” to 2.3” pipe diameter.
- Made by: aluminum
- Type: Locking Screw
- SWL (Safe Working Load): Kg 20
- For 1.57” to 2.3” diameter pipes

**LW2**
Lighting Safety Wire

- Safety wire for every can of lighting fixture hooked on lighting stands or truss system by half couplers or clamps. It comes with an undetachable carbine hook.
- Steel reinforced wire
- Diameter: 3 mm
- Total Length: 85 cm
- Max working load: Kg 25
- Included Undetachable carbine hook
Stands

**LS-100**
Steel light stand w T-bar

- T-bar light stand built in steel to provide maximum reliability and strength, featuring foldable tripod for easy transportation. The snap lock holder on height adjustment collar prevents the safety pin from scratching the tubes finish during transportation.
- Height: 1.10 - 2.50mt
- Arm length: .5mt
- Arm diameter: 25x25mm
- Load capacity: 30kg
- Material: steel
- Snap lock holder on height adjustment collar prevents scratching on the tubes finish during transportation

**LS-200**
Black anodized aluminium light stand w T-bar

- Professional T-bar light stand built in anodized aluminium to provide maximum lightness and strength, featuring foldable tripod for easy transportation. The snap lock holder on height adjustment collar prevents the safety pin from scratching the tubes finish during transportation.
- Height: 1.45 - 3.25mt
- Arm length: 1.22mt
- Arm diameter: 38x38mm
- Load capacity: 50kg
- Material: black anodized aluminium
- Snap lock holder on height adjustment collar prevents scratching on the tubes finish during transportation

**LS-300-TR**
Black anodized aluminium structure for lighting

- Black anodized aluminium structure for lighting featuring 2 LS-200 professional stand w T-bar and 2 horizontal bars for 8 par cans. The snap lock holder on height adjustment collar prevents the safety pin from scratching the tubes finish during transportation.
- Height: 1.45 - 3.25mt
- Arm length: 1.5 - 4.0mt
- Arm diameter: 38mm
- Load capacity: 180kg
- Material: anodized aluminium nero
- Snap lock holder on height adjustment collar prevents scratching on the tubes finish during transportation
- Weight: 28kg

**LS10-A**
Adjustable aluminium stand

- Aluminium frame [3 parts]
- Joint diameter: 35mm
- Finish: black
- Max load: 25kgs
- Height: 1.45-3.25m